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Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below as 
you wish it to be published.  

I am content for my response to be attributed to me (as an individual) 

Name: 

Alex Rough 

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name of 
your organisation as you wish it to be published.  
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Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully opposed 



Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Comments: 

Scotland has a huge sectarian problem and football matches are the only environment in which sectarian 
comments are deemed acceptable to part of the 'banter'. To repeal this act would encourage the sectarian 
idiots and ensure that another generation of Scottish football fans are subjected to songs about religious 
battles from centuries ago. I don't want my kids to bear witness to this moronic behaviour and I wouldn't wish it 
on anyone else Mr Kelly should stop trying to secure the vote of people who want to scream religious insults at 
each other and instead look to take forward the wishes of the vast majority of Scottish Football supporters and 
the Scottish public who have repeatedly shown their support for the OBFA act 

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

The most obvious advantages would be to football supporters who take delight in signing songs that glorify 
religious confrontations from the 17th century. For all other sane and law abiding football supporters repeal 
will make attending a football match a lot more scary and not something you would take your kids to. 
 
It does offer an advantage to 2 football clubs who trade on religion to the other clubs its hard to see any 
advantage as they will loose fans who no longer take their kids for fear of them bearing witness to heightened 
religious intolerance and general hatred  
 
I can't see how repeal has any advantage to the police or the justice system. The disadvantage is they loose 
another bit of ammunition in the fight against sectarianism.  

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by politicians, the 
police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

The OBFA was a good start. To remove offensive behaviour points deductions should be enforced on clubs 
were offensive behaviour occurs. Fines do not work as for Rangers and Celtic the fine is paid off by their trade 
on religion.  
 
Honesty about what actually happened to Rangers would help. The club was liquidated and the current team 
playing out of Ibrox is a new team. This is important for two main reasons. First fans need to know that the 
autorities treat everyone the same. Second when Rangers were liquidated the Old Firm was no more and 
without the old firm offensive behaviour reduces massively  
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Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully opposed 

Comments: 

As this act came into place following the mailing of bullets to the then Celtic manager I believe it would be 
madness to repeal this. 

 



Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of expression (for 
example, use of other legislation)?  

This act came into being to address an issue where the manager of Celtic was sent bullets in the mail. If other 
legislation was already enough of a deterent Mr Lennon would not have had to go through this. (P.S. I am not 
a celtic fan)  

 

 

Page 13: Strict Liability   

Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, should 
it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps to control 
fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

Yes 

Comments: 

Strict liability should be applied and point deductions enforced for offensive behaviour 

 

Page 14: Transitional arrangements   

Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 Act? 
(Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

I think there would need to be financial support in place for football clubs outside of Celtic and Rangers to 
counter act the loss in revenue form their fan base not attending due to the unsavoury atmosphere. 
 
It may be worth considering financial support to women's aid groups as there is a link between offensive 
behaviour at football and domestic violence. Repealing the act will increase offensive behaviour therefore 
more women will need help. 
 
Also could the bill for the above financial support be sent to Mr Kelly as chief architect of this mad idea?  

 

 

Page 15: Financial implications   

Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the proposed 
Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Significant increase in cost 

Comments: 

Increase in domestic violence, increase in violence at football, loss of revenue to football clubs and destruction 
of property all cost. 

 

Page 16: Equalities   



Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage and 
civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Negative  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

By not repealing the act. I know sense isn't Mr Kelly's strong point but I would implore him to take of the SNP-
bad googles for a few minutes and quietly drop this proposal.  

 

 

Page 18: General   

Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the consultation 
document?  

Sectarianism at football grounds has been a blight on Scotland football and society for far too long. Mr Kelly 
would have us believe its a bit of banter but too many generations have suffered for the sake of this banter. 
Repealing the act would be the most retrograde act of stupidity in tackling this cause.  

 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

As a football supporter it has dropped some of the racist, homophobic and sectarian chants from the ground I 
have visited. There is still much work to be done particularly at Ibrox but the act has been a major step 
forward.  

 

 


